
CIOHMC LSSIM COI--I3S 

WI-5-041-006 Iinspectors did not This issue evolved fros an 
mderatand the inspector being overheard to refer 
coating thichkess to ails (thickness) as silliamps 
limit for inspecting (current floe). The welding 
primed welds. nspector was not authorized to 

perform coating thicimess 
verification. It was required that 
the five oil thichmes limit be 
verified by a protective coatings 
inspector. Whether or not the 
welding inspector understood the 
methods or terfinology used in 
verification of coatings is not 
mnterial to compliance with the 
specification.  

W-185-041-010 Craft coated welds This issue has no potential to 
before inspection result in a hardware deficiency.  
in an attempt to While it is possible that some 
mask detection of craftsmen ade such an attempt, it 
defects more would not have been successful 
difficult. because TVA has never sathorized 

initial acceptance inspection of 
coated velds. If presented for 
inspection, a coated weld would have 
been required to be cleaned in 
accordance with the process 
specification and implementing 
procedure.  

MIE ABOVE LISTED ISSUES ARE ADDRESSED II WELD PROJECT EVAUJATIOw 
_______PT WP-2-WI 
I I

EX-85-003-X06 
EX-85-042-004 
EX-85-042-005 
IN-95-021-X05 
IN-85-021-003 
I-85-424-X13 
I1-85-446-001 
1-N85-533-009 
1"-85-627-036 
11-85-627-037 
(Continued)

Welder performance 
qualification 
continuity records 
are inaccurate, 
have been backdated 
and have been 
falsified.

Problems were identified in the 
iaplementation of the velder 
qualification continuity program.  
All welders were administered 
qualification renewal tests. The 
site implementing procedure 
was revised to enhance the 
documentation requirements for 
qualification renewal. All 
personnel involved with velder 
(Continued on next page)
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IB-8S-740-009 ~' qoalifications were retrained.  
"-a5-770-003 1 acts of willful falsification 

»-35-77»-001 were identified by the Office 
I-85-490-001 of General Cousel.  
3-45-945-001 
3-46-143-002 

13-6-167-X06 
15-6-167-005 
Ib-86-205-007 
PE-65-052-X03 
11-85-052-002 

WBP-86-022-128 
VI-85-003-XD2 
WI-85--02 01 
WI-85-064-X04 
WI-85-064-001 

EX-S-042-003 The welder perfor- Issue not factual. Per the code 
13-6-301-002 mance qoalification this test requalifies for all 
WI-85-05S-001 continntty program positions, thicness and material 
WI-85-056-001 is not in for the process the welder was 

accordance vith previously qualified.  
ASM I; test 
coupon is only a 
one position plate.  

I-85-725-X14 On vwelder's test This was investigated by EMT and 
IB-85-725-X15 plate could be found to be not factual. Their 

welded by another investigation revealed that test 
welder. shop personnel maintained adequate 

control over the test coupons.

1N-86-122-X02 
WI-85-035-007

Welding performed 
by uncertified 
welders.

Issue is not factual. Personnel 
records review revealed that the 
individuals were properly 
qualified.
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M-85-021-002 
IN-85-113-003 
13-85-283-003 
13-85-310-006 
I3-85-335-002 
15-85-346-003 
15-845-352-001 
11-85-424-011 
1N-85-426-002 
IN-85-453-007 
13-85-480-004 
IN-85-493-004 
13-85-532-005 
1I-85-540-001 
IN-85-543-002 
1I-85-600-006 
1I-85-612-006 
IN-85-725-X16 
1I-85-770-002 
13-85-815-001 
1I-85-835-002 
1I-85-940-X04 
19-86-303-004 
PH-85-002-030 
WI-85-084-001

The welder perfor
mance qualification 
continuity program 
is inadequate 
because there is 
sno objective 
evidence to confia 
process usage when 
cards are updat d.

The governing procedure has been 
revised to require process usage to 
be verified by the foreman.  

ffI-85-080-001 Disciplinary action These concerns relate to management 
11-85-150-001 is unfair and practices and have no technical 
11-85-738-004 inequitably significance related to welding 
15-85-852-003 administered when quality. They will be addressed 

certifications by I&H and HP Subcategories 
lapse. 60100 and 70200.  

15-85-300-X04 Quality of velding Weld quality is determined by 
of a craft question- acceptance criteria established by 
able due to their the governing codes. These must be 
layoff policy, met regardless of a welder's craft 

or experience. The codes specify 
performance qualification testing 
as the metLod for determining a 
velder's ability; they do not 
quantify experience.
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The basis for welder qualification 
continuity in the WB program is 
dammnstration of the welder having 
used the welding process previously 
qualified within a specified time 
limit of qualification. WU uses 
verification of weld filler metal 
consumption as a primary evidence of 
usage. Consumption of filler metal 
as a meas of process usage verifi
cation is a widely used practice in 
the nuclear industry.  

The site implementing procedure for 
qualification renewal also allowed 
welding process usage verification 
by direct observation of the QC 
staff or craft foreman. It did not, 
however, require maintenance of ob
jective evidence to document the 
verification activity. The 
governing codes require process 
usase in the continued maintenance 
of certifications, however, they do 
not stipulate how it vil. be 
verified or documented.
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CIornIM ISSUR C1r MS 

U-45-317-004 Lack of clear Issur not factual in that perfor
guidelines oa pipe snce qualification tests do have 
v.l4 thickness definite, clearcut limitations 
limitations. ao the thichness qualifications.  

I-4S5-947-108 Suspected problems The test coupon had a 45 degree 
with test coupons angle. Over S5 percent of the 
for requalfifcatios welders were stemfitters who had 
tests. been accustomed to welding pipe 

with a 75 degree angle. This 
required sme adjustment in the 
welders technique and could have 
been a contributing factor in som 
of the failures.  

THE ASBOV LISTD ISSIES ARK ADDRUSSED Ir WLD PROJICT EVALUATIO1 
.PEOT WP-03-MW 

11-8S-007-001 Weld inspection Discussions with inspection and 
m-s5-050-001 tools not issued engineering personnel indicated 
1-845-050-002 to inspectors aad/or that inspection tools were site 
r1-5s-134-002 craft. fabricated prior to 1980. The 
M-85-406-003 tools fabricated were fillet gauges, 

gap gauges, hi-low gages and 
tudercut gauges. As the science of 
welding inspection progressed, more 
sophisticated tools such as 
protractors and aultipurpose gauges 
became com-ercially available, were 
procured made available to the 
personnel. Although the never tools 
aade weld inspections easier, it 
does not indicate any shortcomings 
with the site fabricated tools.  

THE ABOVE LIS2D ISSUIS ARE ADDRESSED IN WILD POJZCT EVALuATIOn 
.PMRT WF-04-WM 

i5-85-339-005 XCT piping in- The statment is factual, however, 
accessible for it had been recognized by TVA and 
welding; should be addressed in a FCR in April 1980.  
welded/ inspected 
from inside pipe.  

IN-85-658-002 3-7018 rods were This issue is indicstive of a 
used where heat velder technique problea because 
range could not be Detail Weld Procedures were 
used per procedure. available with adequate amperage 

ranges.
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P-145-012-03 RVAC welding in- The issue is factual in that DUB 
spectioa deleted approved ao alternate acceptance 
from procedure criteria of a leak test in lieu 
without adequate of welding inspection.  
Justification.  

1N-45-137-001 a pipiang shoald This concern does not reflect on a 
have required more condition adverse to quality; system 
than Just a visual requires only a final visual 
inspection of welds. inspection.  

P-85-01-001 BVAC duct vlds not the issue is factual in that there 
inspected before was not a domented progrm for 
painting prior to inspection and docimntation of 
1981. BTAC duct welds prior to August 

1980. RBoever, this had been 
identified and addressed through 
the ongoing Quality Assurance 
Program in January 1980.  

TBE ABOVE LISTED ISSUES AE ADDRESSUD IN WLDO PROJECT EVALUfATTO 
REPORT WP-0S-WEW 

EX-85-007-002 Welding inspectors While this feature could be 
EX-85-037-004 should be welders. beneficial, no requirement exists 
EX-85-082-001 that mandates this as a 
EX-85-093-001 prerequisite for being a welding 
EX-85-169-002 inspector. The inspector amust 
I1-85-209-002 possess knovledge that extends 
1N-85-365-003 beyond the scope of the velding 
11-85-997-002 process.  
WI-85 1-0 07 

11-85-001-004 Inspectors not given Although a separate certification 
visual weld for visual weld inspection vas not 
Inspection training isplamented until 1981, inspectors 
from 1976-1982. did receive training on visual veld 

inspection prior to thia.  
Inspectors were trained and 
qualified within each discipline 
during the period referenced in the 
concern.
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BI-S-084-lS Vold nspectors TA's visual weld inspectors were 
1-5-001-00 oat qualified, qualified. Traininc was performed 

-45-041-001 knooledgeable, or as required by procedures in effect 
1"-5-079-001 dequatly trained. at the time. Training programs 
1-5-089-001 met all TVA coamitments and 
1-45-4544001 reglatory requirments.  
13-5-458-002 

3-85-476-004 la 1980, non-ID personnel wer 
3-45-510-001 qualified to perform limited isual 

I1-5-513-001 examinations of structural welds.  
Ib-5-529-005 They received applicable training 
1N-85-563-007 and were given xaminations.  
13-85-706-002 
IB-85-981-001 
P-85-016-001 
VI-85-030-002 
WI-85-041-002 
WI-85-046-014 
M1-6-142-001 
W-86-168-002 
1I-86-304-001 
WBP-86-004-X01 

IN-85-682-008 QC personnel Personnel may have inspected welds 
inspected veld as a part of their training, but 
while still in the trainees did not perfom the 
training. inspection for the purpose of 

docamenting the acceptance or 
rejection of the vwelds. It would 
have been performed as a part of 
the trainee's on the job 
training.  

13-85-445-001 Certification tests The required training aad 
for welding exstinstions for velding inspectors 
inspectors required are the miniwmu standards required 
zcessive knowledge for certification. The program 

of welding. and eaaminations are designed to 
provide reasonable assurance that 
the insTector is technically 
competent to perform the required 
inspections. In so doing, it will 
ensure that the inspected velds 
met the acceptance criteria of 
the applicable construction code.
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PB-95-037-001 

WI-85-041-002

A -

5BS report on weld 
inspection program 
contained Imereous 
inaccuracies.  

Topical report has 
degraded ANSI 
545.2.6.

The conclusions of the 5SRS report 
were valid and were supported by 
Welding Project. Rowever, the 
report wasa isleading in areas 
pertaining to the ASME code. The 
IT report stated tj '- the 55RS 

report was not ir onally false 
or inaccurate.  

Weldin inspectors are qualified 
in accordance with the TVA Quality 
Assurance Program. Welding 
Inspectors are qualified and 
certified using STr-TC-1A as a 
guide, rather than ANSI 145.2.6.  
Exceptions to Reg. Guide 1.58 
are made in the Topical Report.

LISTED ISSUES ARE ADDRESSED IN WELD PROJECT EVALUATIO 
§P~n3T uoD-AAiaun

EZ-85-008-001 
EX-85-037-037002 
EX-85-048-004 
I1-85-055-003 
11-85-089-003 
11-85-113-001 
11-85-225-001 
11-85-316-007 
11-85-686-001 
11-85-706-001 
11-85-707-003 
15-86-158-006 
PE-85-003-020

Subjourneymmn, 
apprentices and 
inexperienced/ 
untrained personnel 
performed welding; 
this caused a lot of 
rework.

WUb had a training program. Codes 
only require that velders pass 
a performance qualification test; 

experience is not quantified.  
Doctmentation does not show that 
rework vas caused by Inexperienced 
velders.

IN-85-143-001 Uncertified One concern was not factual and 
IN-85-297-004 personnel performed was based on hearsay. Another 
1-186-190-002 welding, concern was raised due to not 

fully understanding code require
ments. The third concern was due 
to a misinterpretation of the 
velder's diameter liits and vas 
addressed In an NCR.  

THE ABOVE LISTED ISSUES ARE ApnoSSED III WELD PROJECT EVALUATION 
REPORT WP-07-WBN
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U"-5-247-001 
13-45-284-001 
19-85-299-002 
1N-85-411-002 
1N-85-450-001 
IN-05-455-001 
U1-85-520-002 
1-85-524-001 
1-85S-600-001 

-85-636-001 
I1-86-167-003 
P9-85-0U-001

ISSUL

*0

-5-5-184-001 
13-85-317-001 
13-85-450-001 
1-85-524-001 
13-85-636-0C1

15-5-284-001

Welding electruqes 
of poor quality.

__________ 1_

rpeated baking 
and/or over baking 
of coated welding 
rods.

Poor u:d issue 
prociedure.

Y

Aa isolated probles was identified 
v . some Airco electrodes which 
vert emoved froa service and 
returned to the vendor. The filler 
material purchased for WON mets all 
the rguirements of ASHM Section II, 
Part C, StA specifications.

Over baking and/or repeated 
baking of electrodes cannot be 
substantiatme. All covered 
electrodes at AbN are rebaked and 
stored in accordance with the 
manufacturer's recommendationa, 
ad documented oven temperature 
ligs are maintained to assure 
temparature limits are not 
exceeded.

To objective evidence has been 
identified which would indicate 
that rod issue procedure or rod 
issue practices contributed to 
poor quality or degraded veld 
filler material. Also, WBI 
QCI-4.01l requires, in several 
partarapha, that any electrode 
Oha becomes vet shall be discarded.

THE ABOVE LISTED ISSUES ARE ADDRESSID 11 WELD PaOJCT ZVALUATION 
REPORT WP-12-WMs

1N-85-435-005 Grid bank welding NBlti«le operator type machines 
I-85-600-002 machines do not do have control settiags chat can be 
I1-85-880-001 have suitable adjosted to produce the currnt 

control settings. required by WBN Detail Weld 
Procedures. These machines are 
sufficient to make acceptable 
quality vwelds.

Page 10 of 34
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IE-85-247-002 bnsuitability of Porosity, pinholes and incoplete 
IN-85-317-002 welding equipment fution are sptoatic of poor 

leads to porosity, welding techniques. Correct are 
pinholes ad starting and welding techniques will 
inceaplete fusion. prevent these defects if the 

comet current settings within the 
parameters of the weld procedure 
are used. All safety-related welds 
receive inspection to ensure 
satisfactory quality.  

1N-45-303-001 All CGAW equipment This feature is not necessary for 
should have rmote the production of acceptable 
(high frequency are quality GAM welds. Utilization 
starting) switches of strike plates for CTAW are 
so that tungsten starting will effectively prevent 
inclusions can be tungsten inclusions from the 
avoided. welds.  

I-895-004-001 Grid beank machine Automatic hand or foot operated 
r1-85-280-001 cannot seat GTW controls is re-cimnded by P. S.  
IN-85-298-002 slope control 1.H.1.2, not required. It is 
In-Y5-612-002 requirements of to help eliminate a crater when 

P.S. 1.".1.2. pulling off the center of a weld.  
This can be accomplished by pulling 
off to the side of the puddle.  

I-8s5-299-001 Maintenance not Maintenance is performed as required 
11-85-435-001 performed on on welding machines. A welder 
11-85-453-006 welding machines. has only to notify an electrician 

to get a problem corrected with a 
machine.  

EX-85-127-003 TVA should utilize The grid bank machines were in
19-85-486-001 the best equipment stalled based on space limitations.  
OW-85-003-002 available. Zood They are satisfactory to produce 

welding machine' acceptable quality welds.  
were replaced with 
lover quality 
machines.  

THE ABOVE LISTED ISSUrS !.R ADDRESSED Ir WELD POJECT EVALUATIOx 
PtONRT WP-13-WMB
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__________________

U"5-671-003 
-5-834-002 I

Control of welding 
preheat ad 
laterps s 

t Pe Fpur s.

_______________ 1 .1

11-85-295-002 
1-85-321-001 
1N-85-424-009 
U1-85-424-010 
2:-35-435-CC2 
1-85-435-003 
1-86-230-003 
11-86-281-001 
B1-85-042-001 
1I-85-046-001 
B1-85-114-001

Questionable 
management 
practices.

Th prehast tsurn tinvlved a change 
from energizing the preheat heaters 
at the san of the secad shift in 
prepratio for first *hift welding 
to emerizing the preheat hbeaters 
moe half hour prior to welding on 
the first shift. In either cuase, 
the prest temper re was required 
to be attained prior to the xr art 
of welding.  

DO/WEPs study concloded that 
ass interps temperature Vwont d 

have no adverse effect on WaU 
stainless steel elds.

Investigation of this issue reveal4d 
no significant adverse ipct on 
the hard'are or the WB welding 
program. Dependent upon the nature 
of the concern, it is addressed in 
M aud/or IB Suabategory 60100, 
70200, 70600, or 71700. The 
concerns that were vweldin related 
were found to have no technical 
significance, or either did not 
reveal an adverse condition related 
to welding quality.

1-895-263-003 Unnecessary delay of Investigation of this issue did not 
craft by welding reveal a condition adverse to the 
inspectors. quality of the hardware. This could 

only affect the work schedule, not 
ctb work quality.  

THE ABOVE LISTED ISSUES ARE ADDRESSED I W ELD PROJECT EVALUATION 
miPOf WP-14-WU

BEr-85-001- 11 
so. ",-001-0" 
BMF-85-001-01 
3BM-85-001-002 
1"-65-001-006 
15-15-026-001 
13-n5-052-006 
I1-65-052-007 
111-15-212-001 
19-85-488-001 
(Coantinued)

U eratifJtd f!orme I 7Tbs izsw has been evaluated for 
perform pt.Jrld *I1.I t "!.-. sites after being 
inspections on items reported to the USWRC under the 
for which they are provisions of 10C7R50.55(c), and 
directly fouod to be an acceptable practice.  
responsible.  

(Coatinued on next page)
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t-85-532-0016 
IB-4.I-53A-001 

-4s-67l-00m 
13-5-462-002 
1J-5-730-002 
3-6S-946-00l 

WB-C5-001-001 
B4-8S-001-002 

WWC-85-001-003 
WI-85-G13-002 
WI. 85-030-007 
df-45-041-1OU

Drmag 47A050 
allow the welder 
to asks welds which 
are oc per desig 
drawrin,.

a
Drtwing 47f 50 'i- Gamaral tecs ant 
is a desiga drawing. It allows 
altatuaives to the det.l drawi s, 
uars p- ecifically rctoited br 
the decail drawing.

THE ABOV LISID ISStES AI ADnnsSrED N WELD POJECT EVAnLfAOW

Inadequate wela 
procedure. Almimam 
welded to stainles 
steel in oet Smple 
LAW.

IsseU we taresigfted by RS anmd 
no evidence was found of 4alinau 
benIx welded to stainless steel.

TUB AOVE LIJ5ZD USsM IS AMDDZSSED IN R Ln PROJECT eVALUATIO 
MPORg W -22-WW

JBL-85-002 I Welders from bacle 
Shoals a"y not have 
had the appropriate 
amber of bend caste 
wbha qualified.

Coa welder wr trested for SQB sad 
subsequeuacl7r i.rasferred fro& SQf 
to WE. T«is we4-Tr and the v ;k 
he perfozw- vwa r asluatad by SQ9 
ia Deficiency ReorcC SQ-O-87-ij4LR 
ad derem-wivd sactifactory.

LISMD ISSUE IS ADDomESSED n WEU aukJE7 2'VAU!ng 
REPCTr WF-2.--WM

epe9vrs do nots e.L 
ASM Code. (i.e., 
pathew and/or 
weld overlays.)

WO is st.L. isn :he construccion 
phase, oOc i. operation. In 
discussion vwic cognizant TVA 
personnel, they state chat patches 
and/or weld werlays have not been 

soed at dacts Bar.  

Patches and overlays have bea uased 
ar. S1 and SQI for repairs under 
a. approved program.

THE AOVE LIS7DZ ISSUE IS ADD3ESS7S II bE'I PIOJECT EVALUATIOi 
HPOfl? WFP-.71WfR

- - --- - -·-- .·- .44·L
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E1-85-077-Bin InadequPte ad/or TIh r cnrmce that had . a 
EI-5-4077-1o MinSig welding informatLon to pertorm an evaluatio 

-- 260-001 In spection wr found to be sot factual. An 
D5-5-"7-OW3 doc ttos. apparent i a mertngen of the 
ts-46-155-004 Natt Bar wIding documenratio 
i-5-0l-007 requiremes caused a mjority of 

the mocer to be raised.

I5-5-260-MO6 

PB-5-027-ZO» 
VI-8S-035-002 
wI-45-064-066 

IW-5-076-001 
WI-85-C»1-W6 
WI-gS-097-,401

N1-86-Z11-01

falsification of 
vweld reords.

Potemtial 
'*adeuafcy &a cio.Ld 
fientsficatiot.

------- ·-- A---------

The mral issue of falsification, 
or wrogdotng, is being investigated 
by the Office of the Iaspector 
Caneral uder Subeateoyrr 63O00.  
Th cnemrns that referenced 
bpecif ic haUdare wre LnvesttCated 
darting cthis e. aluacio ad no 
evidr'e of falsification was 
idantified.

The wuLt idrtification requireRents 
for AS3 cLas-es 1, 2, and 3 arA 

i4que weld risbers Mnd weld ses.  
For AUS mad Ah7I the requirments 
Are Chsr 'e wslds are uniquely 
!a4ntit*j: onla if coeci&al 4jX 
laspect.ion 'i- Mht treating is 
required. Oestas drawings did 

esatntfy the 4uI 331. 1 critical 
sy7stems ubfi require a traceability 
and - sitilar wa.rte s us"ed for 
AWS -'ida.  

Althaugh this was accompliade, sLce 
.rocedures for AMI 31.1 ard AWS 
%elas *td noc tassi the 
responsibility for uique weld 
idaftifLicActus mbers an weld ass 
or Creawlas. CATD 50426-VI-01o 
ws isseud as a programatic 

hmci-n r to clearly define the 
mchod umd to determine u man ea 
subject eZJts require wgiqar 
ldeactficerIon, Ce docesnct used 
to rec*rd the c ique idntcificstion, 

nad respo&. btlity tot assitgmic 
oC unLque .e14 id e.Lelication.
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-5--007-004 I

I I.
Work relaa-- do nat 
docuent weldin fin 
accordame with Uos 
Wclaar Quality 
Asarance Maal.

*
MWX tumecrsni 
camet drite Notices 
of rnspections 
(tIs) oa preservice 
related defects.

Excessiv paperwork 
required for welds 
receiving radio
graphy (O); 3t 
will reveal all 
defects, making 
other inspections 
recesc iry.

The V-t telease is usd for 
tmp-orary alt peensat 
costru-t.on welt's not shown an 
MD or :uctractor drasigs. Itc I 

also sec: se for welds that require 
a fittp iaspection) or for whichh 
weld oper tiom, sheets have been 
Vi'sM. .Ue rt i4rements as 
stated in tbe waor reletw procedure 
do not violace the requirements 
of the aclear Quality Assuranc 
rAantL.

Inresctfarion revealed cthat OIs 
are used for both pres-tvice and 
inservice defects found during EDE 

m-inoations.  

While most defects cam be detected 
by radiography, the test does 
have its limitations. Lminations, 
fine cracks, and similar defects 
orientced perpendicular to the 
direction of radiation may not be 
detected, inspectiors tad/or 3ieher 
hold points are asUiLned as 
required, to ensure the qu-l ty 
of the weld mets the applicable 
criteria.

TH ABOVE LISTED ISSUE ARE ADDRESSED IN WELD PROJECT EVALUATION 
PtWM~Dr-2

"-85-460-»u03 GCo«S in pipiS not Co"6e had prervously been 
repairae, addressed by as hCQ and repaired 

in 1980.
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COMCRX
-Y

ISS=o

n-85-00-001 Are strikes on Oae pipe thott was referenced could 
TU-45-246-00b piping not not be located. Another had been 
1-45-270-001 repsired. evaluated ad found acceptable but 
DIB-5-460-X04 an KR had not been initiated as 
1 5-83-460-NS required by procedure. Another 
1N-86-133-001 pipe was fomd to have are strikes, 

which were ecavated awn the areas 
evaluated and fomd to meet design 
inimum vail requirements.  

THU ABOVE L:ST.E 't SSaS AiM ADnnP Sn Il WILD PROJZCT EVALUATIO1 
Y=POTT 30--W-

Z-83 -34. -j32 Inspecttrs will A significantly undersized or 
often reject welds oversized weld is usually apparent 
without performing to the inspector prior to measure
an adpquate mnt being taken. If the weld 
inspection, was rejected, it would have been 

reworked to a-. acceptable condition, 
thus no hardware deficie-y would 
result.  

I-85-434-001 Welds are being There is no Code, industry, nr .VA 
reworked rto many specifi.,-tiou as to how sary times 
cies, may impair a weld can ae repaired. They do 
the quality of the require that the repaired area be 
*;eld. exained whi.:h would revral any 

deviant conditions caused by the 
repair operations.  

11-5-530-001 Welds in Unit 2 are 55S substa.etiated the concern.  
not put in according This issue was addressed by TWA 
to procedure, velds and the welds were determined to 
are not stenciled he adequate for service.  

r1-85-730-003 Ioudestruciive WV.f construction specification for 
azaminations have rapture restraints only specifies 
not been performed visual ezmination, unless specified 
on fit-up or final on the design drawings. Dicussion 
weld inspections of with TVA personnel revealed that ff 
Unit 2 Protection and Pr ezaminations were not 
Devices, specified.  

19-86-155-002 Ranger has This concern is factual but not a 
unaccepted velds. problem. ISRS investigation 

revealed the hanger was no longer 
installed. This concern was 
previously evaluated and resolved.
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The folloving concern require hardware reinspections in Watts Bar Unit 2.  
The reinspectLonu have been deferred to the Velding Project Phase II plant 
exminations. These concerns have bee placed on Corrective Action Tracking 
Documents (CATDs) pending copletion of the reinspections and evaluation of 
the results.  

a -

N-85-641-0042

1N-85-413-002

1N-85-524-002 

13-85-707-001

EX-85-076-002 
I1-85-828-001 

EX-85-154-001 

(Continued)

ISSUK

T-bar shim exhibit 
racka.

Ranger in Unit 2 
does not met 
draoig requirements 
relative to veld 
length.

- 'I
Rangers in Reactor 
Accumiator are 
not welded 
co9pletely around 
the outside.  

Welds have bad 
appearance, poor 
voids, which look 
structurally 
inadequate 
Ranger made vith 
4 inch I-benm 
instead of tube 
steel

----
Cable trays support 
velds in Unit 2 
could not pass 
today's inspection 
criteria; velds have 
undercut.  

Cable trays have 
location brackets 
that are not welded 
to the cable tray 
supports.

COsUIr

CATD-50400-Wb-02

SCATD-50400-WB-03

CATD-50400-4'R3-04 

CATD-50400-WBM-04

CATD-50400-WBN-05 

CATD-50400-WBR-05
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COuICmO [3 zuuz

RI-85-084-102

I1-85-062-002 

11-85-440-001 

I1"-5-515-002 

11-85-643-002 

1w-85-682-001 

(Continued)

USEC concern from 
review of IIR files 
"Additoanal weld* on 
hafers." Appars 
to affect BVAC 
hagers addressed by 
a mcm.  

Unit 2 Control 
Building, velds oa 
240 to 250 conduit 
supports have not 
been inspected.  

Craft only request 
inspection of newly 
revorked area; 
inspectors overlook 
old work that is 
discrepant.  

Specific craft not 
qualified or doing 
shoddy work, spatter 
caused by shin not 
cleaned properly, 
crooked lug on pipe.  

rUnit 2 Turbine 
Building, velds were 
painted over slag.  

Hanger ay Uave been 
improperly inspected 
because velds are 
inaccessible.

CAnD.S0AO4O-W3Ef4S

CATD-50400-WBS-05 

CATD-50400-WBM-05 

CATD-50400-MWB-05 

CATD-50400-WMB-05 

CATD-50400-WBI-05
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COuCRI W ISSUE COma-I-S 

IN-45-475-001 Unit 2 TurbMiu CATD-50400-UWI-07 
Bilding, pipe and CATD-50400-WW1-09 
structural welds are 
poor. Excesive 
madTrcut, lack of 
fillr material, and 
lack of penetration.  

B1-5S-156-001 Structural welds CATD-50400-WUb-0S 
1N-85-156-002 vera accepted and CATD-50400-WBM-09 

later required 
rerork to correct 
flUas.  

IN-46-131-005 Welds are not CATD-50400-WBN-07 
coamplete on a Unit 2 
Main Steam line.  

1"-85-089-004 Unit 2 Reactor CATD-50400-WBM-08 
Building, 12 inch 
diameter stainless 
steel welds are 
undersized and 
concave.  

I1-85-299-003 Stainless steel CATD-50400-WB-08 
velds seem to have 
excess metal removed 
at butt Joints.  

11-85-996-002 4 Inch pi;p- CATD-50400-VBi-08 
erroneously cut out, 
cleaned up, and 
revelded vithout 
docmentation.  

1I-86-017-001 Pipe vqlds have CATD-50400-WBW-10 
IN-86-047-002 vrong profile. CATD-50400-WBX-08 

THE ABOVE LISTED ISSUES Ar ARZiESSED II WELD PROJECT EVALUATIO 
RIMEPT WP-32-WRM
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CI-MCE issU COMnS 

IN-85-272-003 Welds rejected for Concern is not factual. An artifact 
IN-45-358-001 film artifacts and is not a weld defect. TVA uses an 
IN-45-852-002 not weld quality, automatic film processor which is 
I3-46-205-009 ulikely to produce artifacts.  

Weld radiograph re- Concern is partially identified as 
valed voids in a having a rejectable condition and 
fouar inch carbon repaired through the existing QA 
steel valve. Program.  

Questionable Concern is not valid. It relatel to 
adequacy of initial a veld on the accumulator tank in 
radiography. Unit 2. Weld was radiographed, 

accepted, and subsequently cut out 
due to an Engineering Change Notice.  
The new veld was radiographed, 
rejected, cut out again, reradio
graphed and accepted.  

ladiograph technique Fila image of a longitudinal and 
may have been a circuaferential weld does not 
inadequate. indicate an inadequacy in the 

radiographer's technique.  

THE ABOVE LISTED ISSUES ARE ADDRESSED IN WELD PROJECT EVALUATION 
REPORT WP-33-WBRE

1I-85-085-001 
1I-85-085-002 
11-85-380-003 
11-86-032-001 
IN-86-032-001 
IN-86-297-001 
PH-85-027-001 
P1-85-027-004 
PH-85-027-007 

1I-85-584-002 
1I-85-671-004 
PH-85-027-005 
P-85S-027-006

Poor quality velds.  

Improper/inadequate 
inspections.

EG&G performed an inspection of 
welds in the North and South valve 
rooms and some deviant conditions 
were identified. An independent 
design firm performed a Suitability 
for Service Analysis and determined 
the velds were acceptable.  

These concerns related to welds that 
vere repaired per an NCR. UT 
inspections were performed to 
determine the configuration of the 
velds.  

The repairs vere inspected visually 
as required by the code and 
specifications.
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COaCn= ISSUE CoMBTS 

IN-85-216-001 Drawing and This concern relates to repair of 
Specification re- welds on a partially welded 
quirements not structural joint where weld 
followed during re- sequencing was not used. The repair 
pair of structural was not a situation where veld 
welds. sequencing was required.  

PF-85-027-002 Preheat and iater- This issue is also addressed by 
pass temperature not employee concern 13-85-671-003 which 
followed during is addressed on page 12 of this 
weld repairs of attacheant.  
bloudown piping 
restraints.  

TH ABOVE LISTED ISSUES An ADDRuSSnD IN WELD PEOJUCT EVALUATION 
RIPORT VWP-4-WB 

IN-45-442-008 Embedded reactor Engineering did apply the results 
cavity welds were of a previously completed sampling 
accepted based on a program to the velds, however, the 
ample program; TVk velds had already been inspected 
has no idea of the and documented prior to embedding 
quality of the in concrete.  
velds.  

IN-85-868-002 Structural steel Structural steel welds were sample 
velds in the control inspected at VUBE and determined 
building were acceptable by DREK. The use of ,' 
accepted by weld sampling Inspection to determine 
sampling and welds acceptability is not a violation 
were not good. of the codes.  

IN-15-887-001 The weld sample The problem that were discovered 
program did not at WU were indicative of fillet 
include groove weld configuration problems. The 
welds. fact that groove welds were not 

specifically addressed does not 
violate any TVA coamitments.  

Fitup inspections This issue is addressed in Weld 
deleted from Project Evaluation Report WP-16-WBB.  
procedures. See pages 12 and 13 of this 

attacthment.
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COBCXX ISSU COMIRTS 

ID-46-019-003 Veld" repaired Cognisant TWA personnel stated that 
15-46-037-001 prior to ample no welds were repaired with the 

inspection. intent they be used in the ample 
analysis. Some velds were 
subsequently repaired as a result 
of the ample program but not as a 
prerequisite for it.  

So documentation . This issue is not factual.  
generated for re- arwestigation revealed that the 
inspection of re- work was documented by the work 
paired vwelds. plea and work package procedures.  

WI-85-029-002 Sample inspection This issue appears to be factual, 
did not include however, the fact that they were not 
iastrvment support specifically addressed does not 
welds. violate any TVA comitments. The 

features to be checked are based 
on overall management and 
engineering Judgments as to what 
is needed.  

THE ABOVE LISTED ISSUES Anl ADDRESSED IN WELD PROJECT EVALUATION 
REPORT WP-41-WBN 

PE-85-035-003 E-6010 electrodes The use of E-6010 electrodes in the 
used on ERCU system IRCW system could not be 
in lieu of 1-7018 as substantiated. Hovever, ef the two 
required, approved welding procedures that 

could have been used on this system, 
one requires the use of 
E-7010 electrodes. The Concerned 
Individual may have confused E-7010 
electrodes with E-6010.  

IN-86-086-002 Ro approved This is erroneous in that qualified 
11-86-112-002 procedure for use procedures allowing the use of 

.of E-6010 E-4010 electrodes have been in 
electrodes. existence since March 1965.  

THE ABOVE LISTED ISSUES AlE ADDRESSED IN WELD PROJECT EVALUATION 
REPORT WP-42-WBN
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ICTG-7 
MIN8-40-00 1 
UI45-lO2-006

Prior to 1979 there 
was no specific 
weld inspection 
criteria; ASHM 
visual 
aexination 
procedure is non
specific; persoannel 
frm Velding 
Engineering per
formd 
inspections.

DIC-QCP-4.3 required nondestructive 
aninaation of welds be performed i 

accordance with the General 
Constructios Specification G-29.  
This provided the visual xarnatio 
criteria for pipe and structural 
welds ia the foom of separate 
Procas Specifications.  
MWI-QCP-4.13 currently specifies th 
visual rsmination criteria and 
still refetreces the General 
Coastruction Specification G-29.  
The ASHr code does not specify any 
visual exeination inspection 
requirments. It does require 
that in process and final 
zaminations and tests be establish

ed to confirm that procedures, 
instructions and drawing 
requirements have been met. It als< 
requires that process control and 
ezamination checklists be prepared 
to docuent these activities.

At the beginning of construction, 
inspectors were assigned to the 
Ingineerineg Units. In 1982 
the inspectors vere assigned to a 
separate Quality Control Unit.  
Starting in 1986 all inspectors 
are assigned to the Division of 
huclear Quality Assurance.
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11-4S-OOL-0L Q. C. inspctions There have been isolated 
WI-45-030-003 did not met code occurrences of implementaeion 

requiremenat, only errors, but they were corrected 
what craft through the TVA QA proarm. There 
considered quality. have not been an discrepancies to 
Stop work order vas warrant a stop work order.  
not issued for 
inspection There were two instances of 
deficiencies; inspections being performed by 
visual inspections improperly certified personnel, 
were not performed however, they were corrected through, 
by designated the TVA QA progrm.  
personnel; IDN 
procedures vre not In 195l, a QA audit revealed that 
documented as being the dmonstration record for 
demonstrated to AIX. radiographic ezamination could not 

be located, the procedures vwer 
demonstrated to the Al! and the 
finding Closed. It was recently 
discovered that som demonstration 
records for revision of KDE 
procedures could not be located, 
again the procedures vere 
demonstrated to the AMr.

l10-83-022-001 
I[-85-476-003 
11-85-706-003 
WI-8S-035-001 
WI-85-053-003

Support inspections 
not performed.

Welds were not 
inspected until 5 
years ago. (welds 
were not inspected 
prior to leaving the 
fabrication shop).  
(Continued)

Certain non ASIM supports were not 
inspected due to a procedural 
inadequacy. This was corrected 
through the TVA QA progras.  

Rleview of the WIN non conforming 
condition reports did reveal some 
instances related to this issue. In 
each ease, the disposition was to 
inspect the items in place.  

(Continued)
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COC= ISSMU COmITRS 

Rework of hanger The concern is factual. Inspection 
welds are not It- of re1orket items depends upon the 
spected for moaths. availability of inspectors, or 

other items havin priority such 
as medatory hold points.  

Craft responsible This concern is not factual. The 
for material heat craft enters the nmsber on the 03S.  
amber sign off on The actual verification is performed 
the Velding by Quality Control.  
Operation Sheet.  

Temporary ainor his concern is factual. A noa
attachnts are not coaforming condition report was 
docimented. issued for Onit 1. A CAQR vas 

issued for Unit 2. ICTG has issued 
a corrective action tracking doc
ment (CATD) for followup aad 
closure of this issue.
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CONR3 isN co13Sm ----- '-
1I-83-1014-02 
I1-AS-001-003 
IH-45-494-003 
11-86-044-003

IN-85-203-003 
11-x5-670-005

Inspectors are 
inconsistent in 
their application of 
inspection criteria.

I Arc Strikes and weld spatter are 
listed as defects in site 
procedures and require removal.  
Some inspectors could have withheld 
the acceptance of a weld If these 
were found outside the 
ezmination zone.  

Inspection criteria for fillet weld 
size at one time listed several 
different size requirements 
depending on when the weld was 
completed.

Page 26 of 34

While welding water 
was falling on the 
welder.  

Reactor veasel 
support welds were 
made in the presence 
of water.  

Welds made in an 
improper manner, 
(water on the 
electrode).  

Unapproved technique 
used during welding, 
(bread stuffed into 
pipe to stop water)

This concern relates to using 6010 
electrode in the station sump.  
Details of this issue are presented 
in Vold Project Evaluation Report 
WP-42-WM.  

This concern is factual. Moisture 
and condensation vas a problem 
during this period of construction.  
lowever, measures were taken by the 
contractor to keep the veld area 
dry during welding. Site inspection 
personnel assured that welding 
operations stopped at the onset of 
rain.  

This concern could not be proved or 
disproved. One incident did occur 
in 1950. Water started to leak out 
of a connection during the welding 
operation. This was reported and 
corrected by a nonconforming 
condition report. The weld was re
moved and rewelded.  

This concern could not be proved or 
disproved. Discussion with 
cognizant personnel revealed that 
this would not produce a deficient 
hardware condition. If this had 
occurred, it is probable that 
moisture was not present in the 
weld area.

I



COMCIB IS=UX COaiJS 

11-85-310-004 QC inspectors are Due to the size and complexity of 
more concerned with some supports, they are more likely 
hangar welds than to display a discrepant condition, 
pipe welds. and this would take a higher degree 

of effort upon ezemination. Also, 
during the time period mentioned in 
the concern, WVE was in a massive 
reinspection of structural fillet 
welds due to several 5C.  

IN-85-442-004 Ingineers with Certain components are not required 
little or no to be inspected by certified velding 
training inspect inspectors. It is a good 
non safety-related construction practice for the 
welds. responsible engineer to make sure 

the items are installed per design.  

IN-85-593-001 Weld repairs are The procedure referenced by the 
11-86-086-001 not made in concern allows for inprocess 

accordance with rework of welds prior to final 
10C7M5O Appendix B examination, without 
or the ASFM Code. documentation. This is an accept

able practice.  

IN-86-167-002 Welders are not The requirement for welders 
I1-a6-168-003 required to stamp identification was not defined in 

their identification the early stages of construction, 
oa welds. however documentation was located 

from this time period that showed 
welders identification was on the 
Welding Operation Sheets. TVA 
invokes an alternate ASa rule 
that allows the use of documentation 
of the weld joint for weldora 
identification.  

WI-8S-030-005 ASMI welding The Nonconforming Condition Reports 
problems have not for WO clearly show that any ASME 
been reported or welding problems have been 
corrected. identified and corrected through 

the TVA QA program.
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eCn ISSUE .mer rrI 

VI-83-081-005 Open butt welds di4 The syste identified is am 
not conform to the safety related, is buried, and 
procedure. dise-i with. Ti A personnel re

vealed it will never be used. The 
caucern cInet be conclusively 
provd as factual or non factual.  

15--866-001 C.I. incorrectly Ths amissue is a Mnagnt and 
received an Per el issue ad was not 
Ispection Rejection ealuated in this report.  
Notice for 
insufficient weld 
on a hanger.  

THE ABOVE LISTED ISSUES AE ADDnnESSE I WELD PROJECT EVALOUAnOI 
REOREt WP-41-M.3 

E1-85-049-001 Fitup gap on a pipe This concern is factual. A CR 
I"-85-851-001 rapture mitiative was initiated by TWA and engineering 

device was slugged calculations determined the wld 
vtith steel rod. to be suitable for service.  

Sweever, other deviant conditions 
were identified during the 
investigation and are noted on a 
Corrective Action Tracking 
Document.  

IN-86-158-008 Some welds were A review of the nonconforming 
slugged in the condition reports, velding 
Turbine Building. surveillance reports, and the 

DOE/WEP General Plant EZainations 
did not reveal any other slugged 
weld condition other than discussed 
by this evaluation report and 
WP-34-WM.  

WI-85-035-004 A box anchor seam This concern is not factual. DOE/ 
weld was slugged WIP performed visual and ultrasonic 
with reinforcing examination of the weld and did not 
rod. identify any conditions relating 

to the weld being slugged.
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154--UI -OO kButt welds wer DOA/W performed Itrasomic 
I-95-064-o0 preOprd with quare IatiUSon of the Fire Protection 

ans Int***e of sfste -a did not reveal a 
bat a beveled for cnIlrta of the welds being 
fall pestration. quar buttae. Discussion with TWA 

cautructim persmel revealed that 
sees tmporary construction 
qupamm iIs me with a square 

brt comfisarsani.  

BI4- 0490-001 TV apprertice This itas has been assigBed to the 
welders were Office of Inspector General ad 
iaproperly diracted is t discussed I this 
to weld a joint evaluation.  

ich was slagged.  

Tm AOVE 'JISTD rSSUES A A nne 11 WELD PROJECT VALUATION 
-EEAR W-44-i 

51-S-641-005 Required prebast was DO/WP determined that cracking 
W-I-S-081-003 not applied to the at the root weuld be the meot 

stea generator probable defect from this conditioa.  
supports and Visual aed ultrasonic rrrinations 

tareaMt welds to did not reveal any cracking 
embadded plates. conditios. If preheat was not 

applied it d4 not result in an 
adverse hardware condition.  

1-85-641-005 Welders were DOU/P *sinaat ioss did 1no 
VI-85-064-002 instructed to weld cIafiz these concerns. 31 stem 

over possible generator supports were ined.  
defects; trusses 0e weld reveled ndlications that 

der stem required surface griading to 
gaerator supports determine acceptability.  
may have beean 
Isproperly welded.  

1-46-184-003 Probability of DOI/WP rzniaed 70 stem generator 
trapped slag in th support welds. These eminatrions 
stew generator did not rveal my entrapped slag 
supports. conditions.
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I-- 41-io2 T-bar shim exhibit Cracks were noted on non load 
cracks. bearing uspecified alimu t tack 

welds that were used as an al& ment 
tool during installation. DOE/EIP 
performed visual zmination of 35 
weds oan T-bars in Itait I. Moe of 
the T-br vlds revealed cracks.  
The that 2 T-bar welds will be 
inspected per CATD 50400-WBM-02.  

n-5s-202-001 A crack was noted This concern is factual. ERT 
in a ste generator investigation revealed this was 
support restraint previously identified and corrected 
weld. through NCR 37001 revision 1, and 

associated Field Change Request.  

THI ABOVE LISTED ISSUES ARE ADDRESSED 1 WELD PROJECT EVALUTION 
E-PORT WP-4S-WMD 

EX-85-020-001 Four welds on Fire This concern is not factual. DOE/ 
M1-85-349-005 Protection check WEP visual Mminations on all 15-5-579-001 valves were left unit 1 six inch Fire Protection 

incomplete. check valves did not reveal any 
incomplete elds.  

Fire Protection weld This concern is factual. TVA 
is incomplete. identified this issue approximately 

the same time the concern was ex
pressed. A noaconforming condition 
report was initiated and the weld 
was reworked and accepted.  

A 12 inch pipe in The Turbine Building is not sfety
the Turbine Building related. DOE/WE only considered 
does not have caps the generic Implications toward 
on the welds. safety related welds. DOE/WEP 

General Plant Examinations of ASHE 
large bore pipe welds did not re
veal any deviations related to in
complete or sissing welds.  

T AC _n A -7

r5-s85-185-001o
rreneat and 
interpass 
requirements have 
not been met.

Alminum boss bars are non safety
related and did not require QC 
verification of preheat. Nowever, 
review of the Welding Surveillance 
Weekly Checklist did not identify 
any problems concerning preheat in 
:his area.  
(Continued on next page)
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The issue of elevated interpass 
temperature control of stainless 
steels is discussed in WP-14-W4B.  

15-85-299-003 Exeslve grinading DOE/VIP e-mluations of the 
adn shrinkage at grinding issue did not reveal 
circumferential any evidence of base material 
weld joints. reduction.  

Excessive shrinkage of stainless 
steel butt joints is not factual.  
Residual stresses from welding are 
accompaniead by some sort of 
distortion. This is more 
noticeable in stainless steel butt 
joints. These stresses are 
controlled by the Detail Weld 
Procedure.  

1U-85-579-005 Surface preparation This concern is factual. DOE/WEP 
for nondestructive performed ultrasonic examination 
ezmanatio. may have of 52 velds. 15 welds required 
violated minimu engineering analysis and vere 
thickness determined to be suitable for 
requirements. service.  

1"-85-271-001 Inspectors require Requirements for surface preparation 
11-85-282-002 pipe velds to be are specified in the site 
1-85S-441-002 ground smooth. implementing procedures. The extent 
WI-85-046-014 Grinding night mask of surface finishing depends on the 

surface defects. examination to be performed.  

Surface finishing methods used in 
nuclear construction do not mask 
indications, but often remove 
indications which might cause 
rejection of the veld.  

11-85-469-003 Welds were made vith Concern is not factual. TVA 
a backing ring where specifications and site 
open butt vas implementing procedures do allow 
specified. the use of backing rings in butt 

joints.

15-85-134-001

Ice deck seal studs 
do not meet visual 
inspection critertsia.

ERT investigation revealed that all 
required inspections for the Ice 
Condenser Seal had been performed.
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D1"-5-600-004 Welding performed in Discussion with a TWA staff welding 
the presence of engineer determined that there 
sandblasting would not be a hardware deficiency 
residue. if this happened. The tiny 

particles would be floated to the 
top of the weld in the slas layer 
and then ramoved.  

1"-85-632-001 Deficient welds mde Fouer welds which exhibited lack of 
by Astro-Arc penetration are nonsafety-related 
Maehine have not welds. The integrity of these welds 
been repaired. was Judged acceptable based on the 

hydrostatic teak test. This is an 
acceptable practice in accordance 
with the governing code.  

IN-86-093-001 Fire Protection DO/WEP performed visual 
system weldolets exmination of the specified welds 
have insufficient sand identified 2 welds that were 
weld metal. aderfilled. Engineering analysis 

determined the welds to be 
suitable for service.  

WI-85-050-001 Deterioration of DOE/WEP performed visual, liquid 
b-se metal, Lack of penetrant and ultrasonic 
penetration, and examination and did not reveal any 
sugar exist in the conditions that were noted by the 
Essential Raw concern.  
Cooling Water 
system.  

1I-85-384-003 Reworked hardware A lot of rework was performed due 
has sno better to missed holdpoints or lost 
quality than the documentation. Sometimes a reworked 
original work. its might display an indication 

that was not present on the 
original work but is still 
acceptable.
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11B-5-940-X02 DOe to a physical All welders at WU are tested for 
impairment, welds their ability to make sound welds.  
made by a specific There is no reason to suspect that 
individual may be a welder, with a physical 
inadequate. impirment, is not capable of 

making good welds.  

PB-85-001-0s05 DMe to improper I Ianvestigation subsotantiated the 
afitup of couplings conern. Bowever, at the time of 

on instrument lines, iTestigation the lines were being 
welding has caused replaced.  
the line to kink.  

WI-85-081-004 Welds in the Review of the inspection records 
stainless steel and weld surveillance reports did 
shield aroud the not reveal any indication of a 
reactor contain problem with excessive porosity.  
porosity.  

EX-85-076-001 Conduit supports Supports installed prior to Feb.  
vwere inspected and 1981, were allowed up to 1/16 of an 
accepted. They have inch of undercut. Supports 
undercut, and installed after this date are 
would not pass allowed 1/32 of an inch. These 
today's criteria, supports do meet their applicable 

criteria.  

EX-65-037-003 Concerns relate in These concerns could not be 
I1-8S-155-001 general terms to isolated to any specific item or 
rI-s5-561-X05 poor weld quality feature. Welding Project concludes 
1"-85-846-001 at WN. that these concerns were adequately 
PH-85-003-011 addressed by DOR/VEP plant 
WI-85-064-003 reinspections.  

11-86-131-004 Questionable caps Temporary piping is a construction 
on temporary pipe aid and only neo* to safely serve 
welds, its function. Temporary pipe at 

WE is pressure tested prior to 
use.
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OVW-8-004-102 OSHC coacern from he issue of concern relate to ad*« 
Ur files; "1e distance violations, here supports 
reinspection of may have been installed at less than 
hangers after the minIm distance fro embedded 
clarification of strip inserts; ad to constant 
inspection support spring hangers being 
criteria." Istalld using the iaspection 

criteria for variable support 
spring hangers.  

The concern is factual and has been 
addressed by the TWA Quality 
Assurance Proram.  

11-86-301-001 Poor quality velds All PO9 welds installed prior to 
on the POOs in the 1981 vere reworked and reinspected 
Reactor Building. persuant to three ICs. This was 

completed in 1983.  

THBI ABOV LISTED ISSUES ARE ADDRESSED IN WELD PROJECT EVALUATIOB 
REPORT WP-46-W
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